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ABSTRACT

REVIF:H OF THE HULTIPLE AND ARF.A FRAHF. ESTIHATORS. By John
Patrick Nealon; Statistical Research Division; Statistical
Reporting Service; U.S. Department of Agriculture; Washington,
D.C. 20250; 11arch 1984. SF&SRB Staff Report No. 80.

This report discusses in detail the multiple and area frame
estimators used by the Statistical Reporting Service (SRS).
The advantages and disadvantages of each estimator, particu-
larly with respect to livestock estimation, are presented as
well as suggestions for reducing the nonsampling errors asso-
ciated with each estimator. The livestock estimates from each
estimator since 1978 are compared with SRS's official statis-
tics in order to ascertain how much SRS has relied on each
estimator. Finally, recommendations are made concerning the
livestock estimation program.

**************************************************************
* ** This paper was prepared for limited distribution to the *
* research community outside the U.S. Department of Agricul- *
* ture. The views expressed herein are not necessarily *
* those of SRS or USDA. *
* *******************************************************f*******
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A Gnified discussion of the open, closed, wei~hted and ~ulti-
pIc frame estimators is presentet in this report. An overview
is ~iv8n not only of the oriRin of the four estimators in the
esti~ation pro~rams of the ~tatistical ~eportinr Service
(sn0

), but also of the rese2rc~ ~cnducted with these estina-
tor~ linee the mid-1Q~n's. ~ thorouFh presentation of the
advCint'1r,esanG disadvantar:es ;,ssociCited with each estiPlator,
p3rti~~}arly with respect to l~vestock estination, is riven.
Al~'.(),~url·estions for reducir,-- ":1' non2,arrplinr:errors inherent
in tbe estimators are outline~.

The estimates frop the four eSTimators were compared with
Sp~l~ official statistics to det0rrnine how nuch ~PS has relied
o~ each estimator historic&llv when estimatinr: livestock
irvcrtories. The analysis showcrt that ~HS hCiS relied on the
multinle frane livestoc~ estim~tor nuch nore than the area
fr':,n,'livestock estimator:-. ,,('the three area fr'ame estir12-
tors. the closed estimator ras h0en relied on sli~htly More
thc!n the open 3nd Hcir;h::'fu"~ '·:~tir,ator::'.for cc,ttJ e, and the
\,roifYltc'd estimator ras been \::~(,:':ho r'1ostfor hor:s.
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nlT!?ODUCTIGtT

Review of the Multiple
and Area Frame
Estimators
JohnPatrickNealon

Almost all statistics published by the Statistical Reporting
Service (SRS), U.S. Department of Agriculture, prior to the
1900's were based on nonprobability surveys. Over the past 20
years, SRS has developed and implemented a series of probabil-
ity surveys to provide estimates for crop acreages, grain
stocks, livestock numbers, and other agricultural items such
as farm production expenditures and farm labor. These proba-
bility surveys are based on area and multiple frame survey
designs and the basic estimators generated from these designs
are referred to as direct expansion estimators. There are four
direct expansion estimators available from area and multiple
frame survey designs, namely, the open, closed, wei~hted and
multiple frame estimators. The open and closed estimators are
also commonly referred to as the farm and tract estimators,
respectively.

One of these estimators-- the closed estimator -- is available
to statisticians to arrive at SRS's official statistics for
crop acreages at the state, regional and national levels.
Also, one direct expansion estimator-- the multiple frame
estimator -- is used by statisticians to produce the official
statistics for on-farm grain stocks, farm production expendi-
tures and farm labor. On the other hand, statisticians have
at their disposal two to four direct expansion estimates from
area and multiple frame surveys to generate the official
statistics for livestock inventories.

Statisticians combine the various livestock estimates into an
official statistic usin~ a subjective process. For example,
statisticians in some states may rely almost exclusively on
the multiple frame estimate to arrive at the statistic they
recommend to the Crop Reportin~ Roard in SRS. On the other
hand, statisticians in other states may base their recommenda-
tion on so~e compromise of the available estimates. In 1983,
a report entitled "Framework for the Future", which \-TaS

prepared by the Lone-Ran~e Planning Group, recommended that
SR~ develop an objective procedure for combinin~ the various
probability-based estimates into a single, combined estimate
for settinr.each official statistic (1). A review of the mul-
tiple and area frame estimators in the livestock program is
therefore needed to shed lir.hton which estimators should be
r,ivenmore weir,ht in an objective weir,hting scheme.
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C';'IG Pl OF
Tor: r:STI~1AT(HlS

The Lon~-ran~e Planninr Group also ~0conmended restructuring
SPS's current series of surveys into an Inte~rated Survey Pro-
Gram (T~'r'). If .c'fl::',shifts to oW !::"p, the n\lIl1berof estimators
ceneratc~ for livestock items in e~ch state micht be reduced
or ch;:~tlr:C'r. Therefore, a uni fi ed rev iev.'of the roultiple and
area f'r:'N: estifTlators in the livec:,tDCz pro:,;raf'lis also needed
to deterr:ine ,·:hichestimators shClu}r1 he included in the ISP
for livt':·tocz.

nver tho ye<lrs, research has been I:onducted to evaluate the
mul ti i\} e and area frane estiw2 tor:; used by SRS Hi th special
atten~ion F,:ivento livestock estiwation. lIany of the advan-
tar;es and disadvantap;es of each cC3ti!'1atorhave been mentioned
in vari ou~; research reports. !1owev'_r,no docurr.entation exists
that dL,eusses hmJ well the mul tiple and area frame livestock
estif'lates have compared historically with the official statis-
tics. 'Thl;Survey research Section c;('cidedto conduct a formal
reviev,'of the mul Urle and area fr:,r',cestimators in the lives-
tock prol-;l~2mwi th the followinf'. thr''-'cobjectives in mind:

(1) Present a unified discussion of the advantar;es and
disadvanta~es for each of the four estimators, focusing pri-
marily on livestock estimation. 10 addition, recommend pro-
cedures, when possible, for ~(~ucin~ the effects of the
disadvantages.

(2) ~et8rmine how much SRS has r01 :ied or. each of the four
livestock estimators. This Vii11 be measured by how close
the livestock estimates have been historically to the offi-
cial statistics and how correlated the estimates from each
of the four estimators have been \JH.h the official statis-
tics in the time-trend charts used by SRS.

(3) flccommend a course for the future regarding which
estinCitor(s) should be used in th" livestock program.

SRS's involvement in area frame sam~ling methods dates back to
1954 whe~ researct was conducte~ to evaluate estimates of crop
acreac:e~ usinp: 703 sep;ments in 10 states (40). By 196r:;, area
frame sampling methods had been expanded to the 4R contermi-
nous sLJ.tes. In that year, the fi ro;t national area frame sur-
vey was conducted, providin~ 0rop acreage estimates at the
state, re~ional and national levels. In 1967, the estimation
pro[:r,jf'lHas expanded to a ,,·eri'-:'of surveys to provide area
frame c~;t.imates for crops, live:::.toc;(and other ar;ricultural
item,; (110) • THO estimators, th(~ open and closed estimators,
were used in the operational prorra~. Roth of these estima-
tors were used for livestock esti~ation while only the closed
estimator was used for acreage estimation. The open estimator
was relied on exclusively to obtain estimates for items only
associated with the farm as a whole such as farm size, income
and 1;1bcr'.
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OVERVIF.H OF
PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In the early 19~O's, the theory of multiple frame samplinp, and
estimation was developed at 10\-[astate !'niversity through a
coopera tive agreement with SRS (46). tlultiple frame methods
had some distinct advantages for SRS's applications, particu-
larly for livestock estimation, since many survey items such
as hog and cattle inventories were not efficiently estimated
by the area frame. t{ultiple frame methods were first
evaluated by SRS during 1965 in Wyoming (R) and were intro-
duced into the livestock esti~ation program in four states
beginning in 1q69 (39). By 1971J, multiple frame livestocv
estimation had expanded to include 14 states in the hor, pro-
gram and 28 states in the cattle program, representinp, RS to
90 percent of the n.s. ho~ and cattle inventories. In addi-
tion, multiple frame methods were implemented nationally by
1975 to provide estimates for farm production expenditures and
farm labor. Finally, multiple frame methods were also
developed in the 1970's to provide acreage estimates in some
states for specialty crops such as potatoes and rice.

A third area frame estimator-- the weighted estimator --was
introduced and evaluated in 1962 (3R). This estimator was
later used in the multiple frame livestock program to provide
estimates for the nonoverlap domain. Heighted estimates based
solely on the area frame were integrated into the hog and cat-
tle estimation program during 1977 and included only the 14
hog multiple frame states. Starting in 197Q, the wei~hted
estimator was also used to estimate the number of far~s in
these 14 states.

Moving to the present--1984--the closed estimator is still the
only estimator used in the national crop acreage estimation
program. Also, the multiple frame estimator is the only esti-
mator in the estimation programs for farm production expendi-
tures, farm labor and on-farm grain stocks. To estimate the
number of farms, both the open and weighted estimators are
used in 10 states while only the open estimator is used in the
remaininG 38 states. The livestock estimation program is a
much more complex program. All 4R states collect data for the
open and closed estimators for hogs and cattle, 23 states also
have a multiple frame hog estimator, 34 states have a multiple
frame cattle estimator, and 10 of the multiple frame states
also provide weighted hog and cattle estimates from the area
frame.

During the early years of area frame methods in SRS, research
activities in the area of estimation focused on comparing the
estimates obtained from the open and closed estimators for
crop acreages and livestock inventories. As early as 1956,
SRS decided to abandon the use of the open estimator for crop
acreage estimation since the closed estimator was considered
superior (38).
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F'STPIA TOnS

Several research projects were conducted from the mid-1950's
to the mid-19nO's to compare the open and closed estimators
for estimatinf, livestock inventories (35.36.37.45). These
studies concluded that livestock inventories were more accu-
rately reported using the closed se~ment approach. The open
livestock estimates were believed to be consistently underes-
timatinr livestock inventories while the closed estimates.
particularly for cattle, were considered to be estimating
livestock inventories correctly. In 1966. the Standards and
Research Division recommended that SRS use the closed estima-
tor to estimate livestock inventories (4S).

In the latter half of the 19hO'S, research efforts were
directed toward multiple frame sa~pling methods with special
emphasis on livestock estimation. Research was primarily con-
cerned with appraising the multiple frame livestock estimates.
evaluatir.g available list frame sources. testing procedures
for building and updating list frames, and investigating
alternative schemes for domain d0termination (25,26,27,28,29.
34.42 ,1n ,to;3 ).

Durin~ the next decade, SRS undertook the difficult task of
developing a general-purpose list frame of all known farmers
in each state for use in the multiple frame and nonprobability
mail surveys. As the Research Division expanded in the
1970's, research into multiple frame livestock methods
accelerated (3). Research efforts concentrated on identifying
nonsampling errors associated with multiple frame procedures
and recommending procedures to minimize these errors. A wide
ranin;eof multiple frame survey procedures was evaluated.
These included the design of the questionnaires
(14,?11,10.31,41,47), the adherence to survey concepts (6,22),
problems associated with domain determination (22,48.49),
optimization of the size for the list frame (7,51), effects of
nonresponse (9,10,1to;.16,17,1R), biases in the estimation of
the ~eighted nonoverlap domain (/1), rotation group bias
(13.1Q), and the effects of data collection procedures (2.20).

Finally, as SRS entered the 1980'", research with multiple and
area frame estimation has centered upon investigating alterna-
tive ~eifhted estimators (4.11,32). This work has been pur-
sued since research has repeatedly shown that the weight in
the operational wei~hted esti~ator is not obtained accurately
(h,1?,?1,13,52).

~ach of the four estimators--open, closed. weighted and multi-
ple frame--will be discussed in this section. The discussion
for each estimator will include a definition of the estimator,
the formula used to arrive at the direct expansion estimate,
the advanta~es and disadvantages of each estimator, particu-
larly with respect to livestock estimation, and suggestions
for reducing the adverse effects of some of the disadvantages.
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Open

The open, closed and weip,hted estimates generated for lives-
tock items are loosely referred to as area frame estimates by
SRS when in reality they are multiple frame estimates. The
area frame sample in all states is supplemented by a list of
large hog or cattle operators, known as extreme operators.
The area frame data from each extreme operator in the sample
is set to zero when computing the area frame estimate, and
then the list frame estimate for the extreme operators is
added to this area frame estimate to arrive at what SRS refers
to as an area frame livestock estimate. This distinct charac-
teristic of the area frame livestock estimates should be kept
in mind since it differs from the traditional area frame esti-
mates used for crop acreages, farm size and farm numbers,
which are based SOlely on the area frame. In this report, the
precision levels stated for the area frame livestock estinates
will always refer to the area frame estimates that have input
from the extreme operators. These estimates will be more pre-
cise than the traditional area frame livestock estimates. On
the other hand, the definitions, formulas, advantages and
disadvantages presented in this section for each area frame
estimator will pertain to the traditional area frame estima-
tors, which have no list frame component.

The open estimator requires that data associated with the
total acres operated be obtained from each agricultural opera-
tion which satisfies the "headquarters" rule. For SRS sur-
veys, the headquarters rule is satisfied if the operator of
the agricultural operation resides in the sampled segment.
Therefore, data are collected only from resident agricultural
operators (RAO's). To arrive at an estimate for the state,
region or nation using the open segment approach, the data
pertaining to the total acres operated for each RAO is first
added to the segment level and multiplied by the inverse of
the probability of selection for the segment, which is called
the expansion factor. Then, the expanded segment totals from
the RAO's are added together to arrive at the estimate for the
desired inference level such as the state.

The sample estimate of a total from the open estimator for
SRS's area frame design can be expressed in the following
notation for a given state:

s p. r ..
1 1J

Y Z L L
y. 'k0 i=l j=l k=l 1J

where
g. 'k1J
l:
1:,=1

YijU if > 0g"k '1J

Y: 'k1J o if g"k1J
0,
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g., klJ

Yij kr=

e
ij k

r. ,lJ

p,
l

the numher \)r RAO I S in segment k, paper stratum j and land-use
stratum i,

the value p[ the survev item on thE' total acres operated for
the Q,th PJ\(] ill the kth~ segment, jtt! P;lj'l'l- stratum and ith
land-use strllum,

tll t~th f t f t1 k t . t11n J' 11 t te expanc: iU:l ac 'or or .1(' Sl'gIU'I' Ul •.. paper s ra urn
in the it '1 1,lIld-usestra turn,

the number lJ:" sample replicates or S.,:.gJ1\L'Iltsin the jth paper
stratum in t]ll'i.th land-use stratum,

the number I)' paper strata in the jtll Iill1d-use stratum,

There are three advanta~es associated with the open estima-
tor. The~e 0dvantap,es are:

(An "'at.3Collectiol10avings:lnly 1:!\O'S need to be inter-
vieVied 'dhen usinr; the open cstir'l;,tor. On the other hand,
the closed and weip,hted estinator:" require that information
be obtained from all a~ricultur22 operators with any land in
the sam[:lcd segments regardless of \ihere they reside. The
exact 'ost savings obtained bv usin~ the open approach
instead of the closed or weighted approach are not known.
For ~r~ls area frame design, the savings are subjectively
estirn~t~d to be betVleen Sand ?O prr0ent dependinB on the
state.

(A2) fJ~xi bili tv: The reportinr: ur:i':for the open estimator
is the "total land operated". ~in'::eall ar,ricultural items
can be Bssociated with the far~ operation as a whole such as
far~ income and cattle deathE. :he open estimator can be
used to estirnate for any agricultural item. For some survey
items ~uch as ~ross value of 231es, the operator is only
able to report accurately if the rpporting unit is the total
land cperated.

(A3) "'lllDlliarPeporJ-inp:!}niJ::()pE:r~\"ors ar'e r,enerally accus-
torned to thinkin~ in terms of th0 total land they operate
and tc r,rol,-idinp;information about heir entire operation.

estimator is the most
Pstimates based on the

precision needed to set

There are nUDerous disadvantares 2s~ociated with the
estim2tr:r' that collectively outv'i::h the advantar,es.
disadvart~~es are:

(Dl1 L~lSJ<Q.f.. Freci sio.!]: The opel
imprecise of the four estim3te'rc
open 2C'P".entapproach often 1rtC~: t h·,

6
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reliable state statistics. For example, Table 1 shows the
distributions of the coefficient of variation (C.V.) for
three inportant hor, itens based on the 1083 June ~numerative
Survey (JES). Only the 23 nultiple fra~e ho~ states, which
contain about gS percent of the nation's ho[.s and pi[.s, are
included in this table. The C.V.'s for the three hor, ite~s
Here almost alw3Ys in double-dir.i ts. \!ith C. V. 's at these
high levels, estimates often fluctuate too much from year to
year, makin~ time trends difficult to recor.nize when settinF,
official statistics. Rowever, the estimates for rany ho~
items are precise (C.V. less than S percent) when the infer-
ence level is national or when the 23 multiple frame states
are combined. For example, the national C.V.'s from the
19R3 JES for total hor.s and pigs, farrowing intentions for
the next quarter, and the previous quarter's farrowinF,s were
3.A, 4.2 and 4.3 percent, respectively.

Table 1: The distr ibutions of the coefficient of var iation frcm the open estimator
for threehogitffOS inthe23m.11tiplefra-rehogstates; 1983JES.

Coefficient Total Hogs Far rowi ng Previous
of and Pigs Intentions Farrowings

Variation (June-Augus t ) (March-May)
(%)

NUTbe r of States
< 5.0 0 0 0

5.0-9.9 1 1 1
10.0-19.9 15 12 15
20.0-29.9 5 7 3

~ 30.0 2 3 4

Total 23 23 23

Cattle estimates are more precise than hog estimates, but
still not precise enough in many of the major cattle produc-
ing states. Table 2 gives the distributions of the C.V.
from the 1983 JES for three important cattle items usin~ the
2A orir,inal multiple frame states, which account for almost
90 percent of the H.S. cattle. tlany of the C.V. 's were
greater than 10 percent at the state level for these items.
For the 19A2 December Enumerative Survey (DES), even more of
the states had C.V.'s in the double-dir,its for these three
cattle items. Cattle estimates, however, are precise at the
national level or for the 2A multiple frame states combined.
For example, the national C.V.'s from the 1983 JES for total
cattle and calves, calves born since 19A3, and cows and
heifers remainine to calve in 1983 were 2.3, 2.9 and 3.1
percent, respectively.
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Table 2: The distributions of the coefficient of variation fran the open estirrator
for three cattle itEms in the 28 rrultiple fraTe cattle states; 1983 JES.

Coefficient
of

Variation
(%)

( 5.0
5.0-9.9

10.0-19.9
20.0-29.9

~ 30 .0

Total

Total Cattle
and Calves

Ci
14
14

Ci
Ci

Calves Born
Since 1983

Nlrrber of States
o

10
16

2
o

28

Caws and He if er s
Remaining to Calve

in 1983

o
6

18
4-
o

28

(D2) Ac-S;Q..ciationFrrors: As mentioned earl ier, the open
estimator depends on data from all RAO's. Therefore, this
estimator requires that the correct operator be identified
for each operation and that the operator be properly classi-
fied as 1ivinr; inside or outside the segment. Enumerators
who participated in the 1QA2 panel studies (52) mentioned
that they sOMetines identify the wrong person as the opera-
tor and discussed the difficulty of determinin~ the proper
operator for complex manap,eMcnt structures such as
livestock-only partnerships and ('orporations. Honsampling
errors OC2ur when the association between the farm operation
and the location of the operator's headquarters is not prop-
erly linked. The effect of association errors on the esti-
Mates is not known.

(D3) Undercoverage: Experi enc!? \L th the open segment
approach has revealed a stron~ tendency toward undercoverage
(23). nperators of small farminG operations do not always
view the:'lselyes as farm oper3 tors and, therefore, may be
classified as non-farm. Rnu~erators in the 1982 panel stu-
dies discussed the difficulty of detecting small operations
(~2).Also, Multiple land-operatinp, arrangements within the
same household can ~o undetecte~. Another source of under-
coverace exists in residential, industrial and commercial
areas because these areas are vet'Y difficul t to enumerate
thorour~hly. The effect of the ur;del'coverage varies from one
survey iteM to another. For eX3r:1l'le,when a small farm is
not detected, the estimate of tl~e number of farms is
affected more than the livestock es~iMates. The undercover-
age problem associated with the open estinator can be illus-
trated by examininp; the estirn2tes for farm numbers. The
national open estimate for the number of farms from the 1983
JRS was 0.7 percent below the official statistic, which was
more than eight standard errors below the official statis-
tic. f'ir,ure 1 illustrate:,; trJ undercoverae;e for the 31



states with at least 25,000 farms. These states contain
over 90 percent of the U.S. farms. This figure shows the
frequency distribution of the relative difference betHeen
the 1983 JES open estimate and the official statistic for
the number of farMs. Notice that the number of farl'ls was
undercounted in 29 of the 31 states.

Figure 1: The distribution of the relative difference between the open estimate
and the official statistic for farm nLJTbers in the 31 states with at
1eas t 25, 000 farms; 1983 JES.

NLJTber of States

12

12 13
8

4 ~

4 2
I

-30 -20 -10 o 10 20 30

Relative Difference = 100* (Open Official)/Officia1

(D4) Reporting Errors: Data for the entire farm are suscep-
tible to reporting errors if the respondent is not knowledg-
able about the entire operation or does not understand the
survey concepts,e.g. reporting regardless of oHnership. For
example, a small scale reinterview study in t:ebraska (/))
after the 1974 JES found that 34.0 percent of the JRS
responses for total acres operated, 28.0 percent for total
hogs and pies, and 3/).7 percent for total cattle and calves
were incorrect. Response errors associated with the report-
ing of hof,s and cattle on the entire farm were also found in
a three-state study in 197() (21). !lany of the reportinG
errors associated with livestock have resulted because of
the failure to report all livestock on land operated regard-
less of ownership. Studies have shown (f),4S) that the
respondents' inclination is to report only their own lives-
tock regardless of where the livestock are located.
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(D5) Subjective Imputations: When an enumerator encounters a
nonrespondent, visual inspection or observation is res-
tricted since the reportin~ unit is the total acres
operated. Therefore, the enumerator and office personnel
after have no current information about the entire opera-
tio~. Tf data are imputed Manually, as is the case with
.sP~'" area frame surveys, the inp1ltation process is gen-
erally very subjective and rliffi0ult.

(f'~) Sensitive IJature of the Repor!~inR Unit: The operator is
asked to provide data pertaininr to the total land operated
not only for the open estimator, bJt also for the wei~hted
and Multiple frame estimators that will be discussed later.
The 2utbor believes that operator~ arc more reluctant or
more likely to refuse to suoply information for their entire
oper;:ction than for only a part of' U~eir operation.

Continual efforts should be made to minimize the adverse
effect.:; of these disadvanta!~f';. Association errors--
identifyinr the wronr RAn's--resull from data collection mis-
takes. A~ recommended by the 1q8? p~nel studies (52), the JES
questinnnaire should be redesirned tJ identify the operator as
early :3.::' possible in the intervie\:. This action mie;ht reduce
the nL~lbcr of association errors. Trainin~ schools and the
enumerc:tnr's manual should eophasi:'E'v:hy the correct identifi-
cation of PAD's is essential to th0 validity of the open esti-
mator. The 1 q82 panel studies 81,'0 revealed that enumerators
are confu:"ed on how to identify the operator for complex
management structures such as corrorations. These problems
need to he addressed in p;reater clet'iU at the training schools
and in t-~:( enLlIllerator'srlanual.

Reportinr errors often result because the respondent does not
understand the survey concepts. Important concepts such as
vlhy farnr:rs need to report all li'/(,~~,ockregardless of owner-
ship 2,fWLld be emphasiz ed to thf' (;numerators. In addition,
enurr:er,c,t,orsshould be instructed to familiarize the respon-
dents wit~ these concepts.

~e~ent canvaSSing procedures should be stressed at the train-
ing schools to address the undercover'ar:e problem. Enumerators
discusserl during the panel studies the difficulties of detect-
inp: snaIl operations. Input ~3r'ould be sought from the
enur.1erators on hOH to deal wi th thi s issue. Also, in non-
rural areas where undercounts are believed to be more pre-
val eot, r urrent screeninr procer'ur'8s should be rev iewed.
Fi nally, some enurr.erators in the panel studies commented that
the questions used to detect rlultiple operations within the
same h01l2chold are difficult for r'espondents to understand.
Input f'r'or:-the enumerators should Lc sought to deternine if
these l:W ::-tionscan be improved.

l'issirw entire farr'ldata due to nonrespondents will always
exist ,:in\~ \-iilJaffect the estir :ct.r:: i.f the imputed information

10



Closed

where

differs from reality. The operational imputation procedure
lacks uniformity not only across states but also within
states. Therefore, objective imputation methods should be
investigated. Research in this area began during the 1983 JES
in six states.

Finally, the lack of precision at the state level for the open
estimator can only be addressed by large increases in the
number of segments sampled. As long as budget restraints
limit the size of the sample, the open estimator \ViII continue
to provide imprecise state estimates for most survey items.

The closed estimator requires that data be obtained from each
agricultural operation with land in a sampled segment. The
land within the segment associated with an operation is
referred to as a tract, and the operator of a tract is called
a tract operator. The reporting unit for the closed segment
approach is the tract acres operated. That is, the informa-
tion reported by the tract operator pertains only to what is
in the tract, regardless of ownership. The closed estimate of
a total for a survey item is derived by: (1) adding the tract
data to the segment level, (2) multiplying the segment total
by the expansion factor for the segment, and (3) adding the
expanded segment totals to obtain the estimate for the desired
inference level.

The formula for computing the state estimate of a total for a
survey item based on the closed estimator is:

s p. r. ,
1. 1.J

Y 1: 1: 1: y, 'kc i=l j=l k=l 1.J

y~ 'k1.J

f. 'k1.J

e ij k I
£=1

tijH iff"k>O,1.J

o if f . 'k1.J
0,

f. 'k1.J

tijH

e, 'k s,1.J ,

the number of tract operations in the kth segment, jth paper
stratum and ith land-use stratum ,

the value of the survey item on the total tract acres operated
for the £th tract operation in the kth segment, jth paper
stratum and ith land-use stratum ,

p. and r., are defined the same as with the open estimator.
1. 1.J
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Piff:culties with the open e",tir;ator led to the use of the
clo:~c'ci estimator whenever it 'das possi ble for the reportinr;
uni ~~to be the tract acres oper2 tc':. There are numerous advan-
tar:es ;l~',sociated Hith the closed segment approach. These are:

(P .. l) ~'i!'1pl ici tV: The closec ap:,roach is r;enerally less trou-
b1 f"3(me for enumer2tors to c:p:Jly since the enumerators do
no~ '"li,Ve to 2ccount for the er.' i~e operation and do not have
':C' ;'t- concerned Hith issues ::'IIC'I~, as determininr; whether the
O["?t',+ or ;;atisfie~3 the heaclqu;p'ters rule.

(1\" i ~10~ Affectcc. IT Association r.:rrors: The closed segment
~li:;"W);\,;h avoids the issue e,f' establishing the location of
th.? cj:erator's headquarters. '':"herefore, association errors,
w~i~~ affect the open psti~~tcs, have no effect on the
elf):;",1 estimates.

(,'\<) '/isual Verification: r,y c')~~erving the
wi~h :he tract, enumer2Lor~ ,;an detect
er:"or:;. This advantap;e is ur'lque to the
2'i::woilch.

land associated
r;ross response
closed segment

!.\'\) (~overage Errors !hnirniz ed: The closed sep;rnent approach,
w~er0 applicable, has proven Lc be far superior to the open
a::nr:l;],?h with regard to COV(;r2f~(' errors (23). The closed
3:);::JY'o;]ch avoids nost of the c,werage problems caused by the
2l1bi:Tllity of what is a farn, tt-e unclear linkage between
O'ier~~ors and farr;s, and the 2'(Qunting of all operations.

(,\'~) !~bservable Data: The enUrT!t~r3tor is in a position to
o:-;·Jai.n some tract information for nonrespondents by observ-
i1~ ~he tract. Therefore, offire personnel often are pro-
vided some information to assi~t them with the data imputa-
t i,)nc' ::or nonrespondents. Thi' qual i ty of observed data
de::J8:1ds on the survey item. For exanple, accurate crop
a~'''Clf~CS can be obtained hv (.bservation while livestock
i:1Jen~ories can be more ~iffic~~t to observe and count.

(\:, \ I&,ss Sensi ti ve: The oper'2,:;nr is only asked to report
[':,,, ;l:lrt of the operation in ::;,~:ct instances using the closed
appro~ch. The author believes that respondents are less
rdljc~,:1nt to provide the ctClta;i.nee the information does not
pn"tdin to the entire operatio~. Also, if the operator is
not lvailable, surrogate respon~ents such as hired hands are
sYTIctines willin[': to prov ide th,~ tract data, but are ei ther
unwilling or unable to provide data for the entire opera-
ti ell!. Therefore, response ri! L"cf are probably higher wi th
U:cclosed segment approach.

( t\ 7) 7ewer Peport:inp, Errors: Tn. the earl iest years of area
frlmD research in SRS, it was concluded that livestock
inven:ories and especially eroo acreages for the tract were
SU:3,:,:'::.tible to FeHer reportinr: "rTors than the responses for
the ",rp1 .• Research durinr; 107'1 in !lebraska (f)) showed that

1'">
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there were More reporting errors for farm acres, farm cattle
and farm hogs than their corresponding tract values. A
reinterview study in Indiana, north Carolina and Oklahoma
during 1910 (?1) showed that there were more reportinr
errors associated with farm ho~s than tract ho~s. The
results from these studies may not be applicable, however,
to all states. For example, in vrestern states .lithrange
areas, it is often difficult to associate livestock with the
tract. In these states, reporting errors for the tract eight
exceed those for the farm.

(Ar) Duplication Reduced: Duplication of data occurs when a
person provides data that should be reported by another
operation. Duplication is likely more pronounced in complex
management structures such as partnerships and landlord-
tenant arrangements. The closed segment approach is
believed to be affected the least by duplication since the
reporting unit is restricted to what is physically located
on the tract land rather than the entire operation.

(A~) Hore Precise Than The Open Estimator: For characteris-
tics that are highly correlated with farmland, the closed
estimator provides large gains in precision over the open
estimator. Also, the closed segment approach imposes some
control over the maximum value of each survey item since the
reporting unit is the tract land operated. Therefore, fewer
large data values occur with the closed approach than the
open approach. Both of these factors--correlation and
reduction of large values--usually result in improved
precison for the closed estimator. For example, the closed
estimator provides much more precise estimates than the open
estimator for acreage items such as corn and soybean
acreages. The difference in the levels of precision between
the open and closed estimators is not as great for livestock
items since livestock are limited to a lesser degree by the
amount of land in the segment and are therefore less corre-
lated with farmland and more susceptible to large values.
The closed estimator provides greater increases in precision
over the open estimator for cattle than for hors since many
cattle operations are relatively stable from tract to tract
while hog operations tend to be more concentrated.

As mentioned earlier, SRS uses only the closed segment
approach to provide national crop acreage estimates. The
precision levels from the open and closed estimators can be
compared, however, for corn and soybean acreages using data
from a five-state research study conducted during the 19B?
JES. Table 3 shows the C.V.'s from each state and the five
states combined for the open and closed estimators. The
C.V.'s for corn and soybean acreages were much lower using
the closed segment approach. At the five state level, the
C.V. 's for corn and soybeans were 6.4 and 0.1 percent,
respectively, for the open estimator compared with only 2.4
and 2.5 percent for the closed estimator.
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Table 3: The coefficient of vLiriation fran the open and dosed estimators for
corn and soybean acreages; 1982 JES.

Coefficient of Vor ,ation (%)

State

Georgia
Indiana

Missouri
North Carolina
Ohio

Five States

Corn J:n~en Soybeans

OpC_:__ ~(:losed L Closed

20.2 9.2 20.7 7.6
It.O 3.2 10.6 4-.5
14.4- 8.4- 14-.4- 4-.7
17.9 7.6 21.3 6.9
1l.6 4-.3 11.8 4.9

----..--- ---

6.Y 2.4- 6.7 2.5

The levc'ls of preclslon that are Clttained for major crops by
the closc~ method in the operatioral program are illustrated
in Table 4 for soybean and corn C!erear;esfrom the 1983 JES.
The r.v. 's are only presented for those states which account
for over no percent of the acreupc for each crop. The
C.V.'s were less than 10 percent in all states for soybeans
and in most states for corn. The [.1. at the national level
for bot~ crops was 1.3 percent, wh~ch is very precise. For
minor crops that are naturally le~: correlated with farm-
land, the C.V.'s were much hi~her. ~or example, the national
r. v. ,~; from the 1983 JFS for rye ;rl'; peanut acrear;es were
7.0 and c.n percent, respectively.

Table 4-:The distributions of the coefficient of variation fran the closed estimator
for corn and soybean ac:"eages for the major prod;JCing states; 1983 JES.

Coefficient
of

Variation
(%)

Corn r Soybeansfor for
Grain Beans

________________ n _

< 5.0
5.0-6.5
6.6- S . I
8.2-9.7

) 10.0

Total

7
3
2
2
2

16

] 4

NuTi:>erof States
6
4-
2
5
o
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The open and closed estimators can be compared for livestock
inventories usinr, data from the operational program. The
precision of the estimates for total cattle and calves was
better for the closed estimator in 44 of the 4A states from
the 1983 JES. At the national level, the C.V. for total
cattle and calves was 2.3 percent for the open estimator
compared with 1.2 percent for the closed estimator. On the
other hand, the closed estimates for total hogs and pigs
were more precise than the open estimates in only 2q of the
48 states and the national C.V. was only reduced froM 3.8 to
3.4 percent. Table S gives the distributions of the C.V.
for the closed estimator based on the 19A3 JES for total
cattle and calves and total hogs and pigs for the same
states used in Tables 1 and 2. The C.V.'s for cattle were
much lower using the closed segment approach. The precision
levels for total hogs and pigs were not improved much by the
closed estimator so were still very imprecise at the state
level. For livestock items other than total inventory, the
C.V. 's were naturally higher.

Table 5: The distributions of the coefficient of variation fran the closed estimator
for total cattle and calves and total hogs and pigs for selected states;
1983 JES.

Coefficient
of

Variation
(%)

( 5.0
5.0- 9.9

10.0-19.9
20.0-29.9

1. 30.0

Total

Total Catt Ie
and Calves

3
22

3
o
o

28

NLJTber of States

Total Hogs
and Pigs

o
2

14
7
o

23

The disadvantages associated with the closed segment approach
are:

(D1) Restricted: Data cannot be obtained accurately on the
tract basis for many survey items. Therefore. it is imprac-
tical to use the closed segment approach for items such as
farm production expenditures and cattle deaths. For this
reason, SRS has only used the closed segment approach for
acreages and livestock inventories.

(D2) Generallv Imprecise: Even though the closed estimator
has greater precision than the open estimator. the closed
estimates are often not precise at the state level. For
example. none of the C.V.'s for any cattle or hOG items from
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the 1 net;. DES were less than ~ peT'('~nt in the mul tiple frame
states. Closed acreage estimates for major crops. however,
are often precise in the najor producing states.

(D3 '; I'lJ:0:& Shortcomings: Respons" errors can resul t because
of problems associated with the aerial photographs.
Obso:leU, photos can make ser;menL: somewhat unrecognizable to
a respondent if the land has chHnr;ed significantly over the
year~'. flad segment boundarie:, e.[T. a boundary cutting
through a corn field or range ar"co, can also cause reporting
mistak,,·o:.

(DIn [)~ita Collection Costs Fir.her: :rhan The Open Approach:
The clc\sed segment approach Y'equires that information be
obtainp.(! for each operation with land in the ser;ment while
the open approach only requiY'es 'lata for operations satisfy-
ing ~he headquarters rule. Therefore, roughly twice as many
intel'v:f~WS are required by tht' "losed method. The closed
approa'.'h does provide some tirJe ::;:lVings since tract data in
many instances is easier to obtain than farm data and since
farr: operators who have no ar,:r" cul tura1 act ivi ty in the
tract do not have to be interv i'~";ecl. As mentioned earl ier.
data collection costs increase roughly between 5 and 20 per-
cent 0epending on the state when using the closed rather
than tLe open segment approach. rl)r crop acreage and cattle
estinates, the closed approach j~ more efficient (precision
achipv"c! for a fixed cost) than 'rc open approach in most
case:'. However. nei ther appY")c,;~h is generally more effi-
cient. "(lr estimatinp; hog numhers.

(D5 'i Unfamiliar Reporting Uni t: ()fJerators must acclimate
then;;elves to the tract concq':. \-lhieh in many cases is
unfaMi l:i ar to them. If the enum(;rators do not take the time
to I:n~;ure that each operator understands the tract boun-
darip::;, reporting errors T'1ClY(,ccur. Far example. the
reSp()n'~f'nt must understand the" r';ict boundaries in order to
repod, accurately the number of ':1', Ue inside the tract or
with :l"cess to the tract.

Remedial Pleasures are possible for 7 he third disadvantage
photo shortcomings. Obsolete aeri~l photographs will always
be a pro~lem if more recent photoFraphy is not available.
When new photography is available for a state. this photogra-
phy should be reviewed to determi.ne if enou~h change has
occurred in the land composition for any segments to warrant
usinr, ~he new photography.

The weir;hted segment approach r(;cuires the following tHO
pieces of information for each ~ract operation in a sampled
segment: (1) data pertaining to the total land operated for
each survey item, and (2) the total traet and farm acreages
opera ted, which are used to prora+-'f; the entire farm data for
each :3ur'vey item to a tract oa;;j'. For example, if a farrr.
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operator has 1S0 hogs located on his entire operation of 50
acres and operates 10 acres in the tract. then the weighted
value for the operation is: 150*10/50 = 30 hogs. The weighted
estimate is computed by: (1) adding the weighted values from
the tract operations to the segment level, (2) multiplying the
weighted segment data by the expansion factor for the segment,
and (3) addin8 the expanded weighted segment data to the
desired inference level such as the state.

The sample estimate of a total using the weighted estimator
can be expressed by the following formula for a given state:

s p, r, ,1 1J
Y L L L y: 'kw i=l j=l k=l 1J

where f"k f. 'k1J 1J
eijk L a ijU Z e 1.: w if f, 'k > 0,ijU ijk ijkt 1J

£=1 ,1',=1
Y: 'k1J

0 if f, 'k 0,1J

Zijk£

wijU

the weight for the .Q,thagricultural operation with land in
the kth segment, jth paper stratum and ith land-use stratum.
This weight is the ratio of the total acres operated in the
tract to the total acres operated in the entire operation.
The sum of the weights over all segments for a given opera-
tion must be equal to one,

the value of the survey item on the total acres operated
for the .Q,thoperation with land in the kth segment, jth
paper stratum and ith land-use stratum,

the weighted value of the survey item for the .Q,th
operation with land in the kth segment, jth paper stratum and
ith land-use stratum,

e1'J'k,r" p, sand f"k are as previously defined.1J , 1, 1J

The weighted estimator possesses the following advantages:

(A1) Improved Precision Over The QQQrr And Closed Estimators:
The weighted segment approach imposes some control on the
maximum value of survey items by prorating the entire farm
data to a tract basis. This proration reduces the impact of
large farm responses that increase the variability of the
open estimates and reduces the influence of large tract
values that adversely affect the precision of the closed
estimates. Table 6 shows the C.V.'s for the three area
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Table 6:

frame estimators from the 1 qP,l J)~:; for total cattle and
calves and for total ho~s and pi~s in the ten states that
use these three estimators. In every instance the C.V. was
smallest for the weighted estimator.

The coeJfjcient of variation fran the three area frare estirmtors
for tot.1I:attle and calves ilnd t'lL.d hogs and pIgS in the 10
states; ['333 JES.

Coefflclcn-i of Var iation (%)

Total Catt Ie and Calves Total Hogs and Pigs

State ~~~~~e~Closed
~-_. __ ._.-

Open Closed WeightedWeighted
._~--_._. ~---

Georgia 12.0 9.4 7.2 12. 1 12.0 9.8
I 11 i no i s 11.5 9.8 6.5 15.3 15. 1 9.0
Indiana 10.3 10.1 7.0 11.2 11.9 7.9
Iowa 6.8 6.1 4. 1 8.7 7.9 5.6
Kansas 11.3 5.9 4.3 15.2 16.0 12.3
Minnesota 8.4 7.3 5.4 10.3 10.6 7.7
Mi ssour i 10.5 5.6 4.1 16.8 15.2 8.4
Nebraska 8.4 5.6 4.2 11.3 10.6 8.7
North Carolina 12.5 8.9 6.5 12.6 7.4 5.2
Olio 10.5 8.4 6.4 16.5 15.2 10.5

- .- -- - - ----

Ten States 3.5 2.3 1.7 4.5 4.2 2.8
--- - - -- --------~-.-.-. -

For wajor crop acreage items. the weighted estimator gen-
erally provides only a slight increase in precision over the
closed estimator. For example, t~e C.V. 's for corn and soy-
bean Clcreages at the five-sta~e level from a research pro-
ject conducted during the 1q8? ,)~." were 2.)~ and 2.5 percent
for the closed estimator and ~.? and 2.3 percent for the
wei~hted estimator. If non3amplin~ errors are also con-
sidered. the closed estimator 1:0 ;:r'eferr'edover the weighted
estimator for estimating acreares such as corn and soybean
acres.

(A?l rQl Affected TIY Association l~>rors: The weighted seg-
ment ~pproach, like the closed approach. avoids the problem
of establishing the farm headquar-ers.

(A3) Flexibilitv: The reportinr urit for the weighted esti-
mator is the total acres operated, Therefore. like the open
estimator. the wei~hted estimator can be used to estimate
for any a~ricultural item.

(Ail) Pa:'1ilJa~Reporting Uni t: nperat.ors generally are fami-
liar with thinking in terms of their entire operat.ion and
accusto~ect to reporting for their far~ as a whole.
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The weighted estimator used by sns has several disadvantages
that can negate its advantages. These disadvantages are:

(D1) Biased l'!eight: A reinterv iew study durinp; 1°7(., in Indi-
ana, Oklahoma and Porth 8arolina shO\ved that total land
operated, which is the denominator of the weight, was under-
reported by 3, F, and 11 percent, respectively, in these
states (21). The major reason for these undercounts was the
operators' failure to include land not actively in use such
as woodland and idleland. The effect of underreporting the
total acreage is to bias the weight and, therefore, the
weighted estimates, upward. Subsequent research (11,1?)
supported the assertion that the weighted estimates were
biased upward for acreage and livestock items. Also,
research in 1982 showed that the bias was more pronounced in
states where a large percentage of the farmland is devoted
to noncropland (11). Other evidence that noncropland causes
the weighted estimates to be biased is shown in Figure 2 for
the 10 states that compute weighted estimates. This figure
shows that as the percentage of noncropland in a state
increases, the difference between the weighted and open
estimates for the number of far~s also increases. nf
course, the open estimator may have its own biases so Figure
2 does not necessarily prove the weir,hted estimator is
biased. However, coupled with the findings frOM the various
research projects (11,12,21), Figure 2 gives a stronp, indi-
cation that the upward bias in the Heir;hts is related to the
omission of noncropland when farmers report their total
land.

Figure 2: The ratio of the weighted estirrates to the open estirrates for nunber
of farrr6 plotted against the percent of farmland devoted to noncropland.

NC
1.20,

1.15

Wted.
Open

1.10

1. 05
III
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Ind Ohio
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Neb

1. 00L...f-------+-------+-------+-------_+_~
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(])2) r~.iu::tin[; Errors: The vleifThted segment approach is
affec~e(~ by the reportinp; err~ors ci ted earl ier for the open
appro;lch such as errors in reportin--; cattle on the total
land opcrated. In addition, the Hcirr,htec approach is sus-
ceptibln to errors associated ~ith the weip;ht. For example,
if the total acreage in the tra~t is reported erroneously,
then !h" I-Ieir;ht is affected. A r"i1tervieH study in 1981
showed that the responses for ent ire farIC, acres--the denomi-
nator of the weight-- differed between the JES and reinter-
viml for 60 percent of the operations in the three states
eval u;~ter! (~3). Other studie[; (F.? 1) have al so shown that
the entire farm acreap;e is not obtained accurately.
Fnurnpr'atClrs in the 1982 pane] studies (S?) claimed that
entire farm acreap;e was one of the most difficult items to
obtain lc~curately on the JE8 Questionnaire.

(D3) :~O\~Tar:e r.rrors: The Heir;hted estimator, like the open
estiMator, is affected by cover~fTe problems such as under-
countin~ operations in commercial, residential and indus-
trial :weas, not detectinr; small farms and overlooking mul-
tiple land operations in the same household. However, cov-
erap;e errors are believed to have less effect on the
weiSh ',cd estimates than the open c:::tima tes.

(D4) :!or-,~ Expensive Than The lIPcn ,',nd Closed Approaches: The
weiGhted 3eQ'lent a~proach not only ::ncquires that entire farm
data '-'e obtained for each survey j ten from each operation
with lend in a sample sec;ment, tut also requires that the
total tr'dct and far!" acrear.es be (~oll eeted in order to com-
pute ~hc weight for each operation. Therefore, data collec-
tion co~ts are highest for the wei~hted segment approach.
As :-,~,at('d earlier, the costs a:'c~()ciated with the weiGhted
segmerlt ~,pproach are roughly r-, to ')/1 percent hiGher than the
open approach depending on thn state. Compared to the
close(~ ~';.(~ment approach, the data !'ollection costs from the
weighted approach are only mar~inally higher. For a Given
cost, th" \{eighted estimator is m()r'~ efficient than the open
estimator for livestock and acrea~p items and more efficient
than th~ closed estimator for liv(~tock items. Research with
major 0rop acreages has indicated that the effiCiency is
about the same for the weighted and closed estimators for
aCreal"e:~ such as corn and soybean:'.

(DC:;) ;3J-DJiective Imputations: llhen a nonrespondent is encoun-
tered, visual observation of the ~urvey items is restricted
since the reporting unit is the total land operated. This
probl',M Has cited earlier OS;I di sadvantap;e for the open
estimator. It is a greater disadva~tage for the weighted
estim;ctcH' since a value also has, to be imputed for the
weir;h', .

(Dh) '~9J. fTnderstood: I\nother cisarlvantage wi th the Hei[';hted
segment approach is this approwb is often not understood.
In 1 (Y' II, C1 survey concepts tes~ administered to survey
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l'ultipIe Frame

where

statisticians in SRS showed that only 69 percent knew that
the wei~ht in the weiGhted estimator was the ratio of tract
acres to farm acres (1~11). Enumerators are even more uni n-
formed about the weighted ser;ment approach. No mention is
made in the enumerator's manual that total land is used to
prorate farm data to a tract basis and that the accuracy of
the response for total land affects the livestock and n~ber
of farms estimates. Therefore. enumerators cannot
comprehend the importance of obtaininG total land as accu-
rately as possible. The traininG schools and enumerator's
manual should include an explanation of the weiGhted
approach so that enumerators will understand its importance
and be motivated to obtain as accurate a response as possi-
ble.

The most serious problem with the weiGhted estimator is that
the underreporting of total acres causes the weiGhted esti-
~ates to be biased upward. Obviously. the questions currently
used to obtain the entire farm acreage are not working well.
Several enumerators in the 1982 panel studies (52) said they
reword the questions and ask them in a different sequence.
Input should be sought from enumerators on alternative
approaches to obtaining "total land operated". Hopefully. the
questionnaire can be improved so that underreportinp, is minim-
ized. If the bias in the weighted estimates persists and this
bias varies from year to year so that the bias can not be
properly adjusted for in the time-trend charts. SRS should
consider using an alternative weight.

r'ultiple frame sampling in SRS uses two samplinr, franes -- an
area frame and a list frame. SRS employs multiple frame
r.lethods to estimate livestock numbers. on-farm ,r;rainstocks.
farm production expenditures, farm labor. and acreaGes for a
few specialty crops. The screening estimator rather than the
full multiple frame estimator is used by SRS (5). The multi-
ple frane screening estimates are derived in the following
~anner. First, each operator identified in the area frame
sample is name-matched against the list frame. tlext. the area
frame operators who were not found on the list frame are clas-
sified as nonoverlap. An estimate is then obtained for the
list frame and is added to the area frame nonoverlap estimate
to arrive at the multiple frame screening estimate. The open.
closed or weighted segment approach can be used to provide the
area frame nonoverlap estimate.

The sample estimate of a state total for a survey item based
on the screening estimator can be expressed in the followinG
notation for SRS's area and list frame designs:

YUst

H
L

h=l

n
h

eh L Yh"
i=l 1,
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e
h

H

y
nol

t rw value of the survey it~[[l r,'l the ith list frame respondent
in list frame stratum h,

l !il' expansion fac tor for lisl I rame stratum h,

thl number of respondents In 1 ist frame stratum h,

till number of list framp ;trdt I,

" p. r
ij h. "J1 1J ':

eij k ij k';1

i~1 j=l k=l =1

h. 'k1J

g .. k1J ,

,
C i j ~

f " . 1
IJ r

f .. 1
1J r ,

if the open segment ap['YU,iC il is used [or the area framt'
nonoverlap,

if the closed or weightld dpproach is used for the area
frame nonov~rlap,

"'"k r .. P. and s inl' ,l' l,n·viously defined,
1J, 1J , 1

, ij k' if the ,;~th agricul till ;11 operation in segment k,
paper stratum j and l.lld-use stratum i is classi-
fied as nonoverlap '."'ill the list frame,

11 otherwise,

iJ ~ ~
if the open segment :l['pr-uilch is used,

y ij k£ t i.i ~.\ if the closed segment :1 pproacl1 is used,

ij ~I,

if the weighted segrlL'11t approach is used,

Y t., and w"k'. are as previou~l\' defined.
ijk£, IJK 1J \

~r>r; lI.,esthe open and ",eir;hted cer;ment approaches to estimate
f0" ~he nonoverlap Gomain. Tre open nonoverlap estimator is
utili::ed exclusively for :::.\lrve~r,dealing Hith farm production
expendi tures and farn labor wh:ll e only the wei,r;hted nonoverlap
estinator is used for on-farm rrain stocks. The cattle multi-
ple frame pror;ram. which involvos ~4 states. uses the weighted
no~ov0rlap estimator in?A states and the open nonoverlap
e,'tiC'13tor in F states. The ror; r'lultiple frame program uses
the ~eir:hted nonoverlap estinator in 13 states and the open
nonov'crlap estir.1ator in 1(1 0t.at.es.

~hc ~ivantages and disadvantape~' r.1entioned earlier for the



open and weighted estimators also affect the multiple frame
estimates. The effect of the area frame component depends
upon how much the area frame nonoverlap estimate contributes
to the multiple frame estimate. For example, the weir-hted
nonoverlap estimates in 1'e\\'Pexico and Tennessee for total
cattle and calves from the 19.0,2 DPS were 7.6 and lq.p, percent
of the multiple frame estimates,respectively. Therefore, the
various advanta~es and disadvantap,es associated with the
weir,hted estimator have nehlir,ible impact on the multiple
frame estimates in Pew nexico, but play an important role in
Tennessee.

rlultiple frame estirration possesses some distinct advantar,es
that have led SRS to employ this approach instead of or in
addition to area frame methods alone. These advantares are:

(A1) nost Efficient: For a r;iven cost, the mul tiple fraJ"1e
approach yields more precise estirlates than any of the area
frame estimators for many survey items such as livestock
inventories because of two factors. First, the list frame
is capable of providinp, more precision than the area frame,
especially if some measure of size is available for a vari-
able related to the survey items that can be used to stra-
tify the list frame efficiently. The area frame is often
not stratified specifically for the items of interest, and
therefore is not desi~ned to estimate with a hir;h degree of
precision items such as livestock numbers and minor crop
acreages unless an unreasonably laree sample is selected.
The second factor contributing to the efficiency of the mul-
tiple frame approach is that list frame data can be obtained
at less expense than area frame data. The area frame
requires that each operator be located and personally inter-
viewed while data from the list frame sample can be obtained
using a combination of mail, telephone and personal inter-
views. flowever, if the questionnaire for the list frame is
complex, nonsampling error considerations may restrict or
eliminate the use of mail and telephone interviewing.

The precision of the multiple frame livestock estimator is
illustrated in Table 7. This table compares the C.V. 's from
the multiple frame estimator with the most precise area
frame estimator--the weighted estimator--for total cattle
and calves and total hogs and pip,s for states that compute
both estimators. The precision levels for hof,s and pigs are
based on the 1983 JES while the levels for cattle pertain to
the 1982 DPS since multiple frame cattle estimates are no
longer generated in conjunction with the JES. In every
instance, the multiple frame estimate was at least as pre-
cise as the weighted estimate.

The multiple frame livestock estimator is generally much
more precise than the open and closed livestock estimators.
This statement is supported by Table P, which compares the
distributions of the C.V. from the open, closed and multiple
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frame livestock estirJators based on t.he 19A2 DES. For the
estimate of total cattle and calves, ?1 of the 2R states had
a C.V. less than 5 percent usin8 the multiple frame estima-
tor while the open and closed estirJates were never that pre-
cise. ~or total hogs and pigs, only one state had a C.V.
less than 10 percent based on the oppn and closed estirJators
compared with 12 states for the multiple frame estimator.

Table 7: The coefficient of v.1r1<ltion fran the weighted andlwltiple frcrre estirmtors
for total ca t t Ie and clll yes and total hogs and pigs I n the 10 s ta tes .

Coefficient of VariatTon (%)

Total--Otttle and Calves 1Ij--Tot<.; 1 Hogs and Pigs ?:.I
We-l-gl_l_t~~d ivul t i pIe -Weit;-hte'Jd MJl t i ple

FraTe Frame
____________ .L- - ~--------

7.5 4.7 ~.8 7.9
9.2 4.7 ~.O 3.8
7.7 4.3 7.9 4.5
5.6 3.1 5.6 3.4
4.8 3.2 12.3 5.7
6.~ 3.8 7.7 6.4
6.3 4.1 8.4 6.8
8.8 8.1 3.7 4.5

5.2
7.8

State

Georgia
I 1 1 ino i s
Indiana
IOO/a
Kansas
Minnesota
Mi ssour i
Nebraska
North Carolina 3/
Olio

Ten States

).2
6.9 4.4 10.5

----- ~-

2.6 2.0 2.8 1.7
----------------- --- - ----------------

II 1982 DES 2/ 1983 JES
3/ i\lDltiple frarre cattle estifllates are not generated in North Carolina.

Table 8: The distributions of the coefficient of variation for the open, closed
and rrultiple frarre estirmtors for total cattle alld calves and total hogs
and pigs; 1982 DES.

Total Cattle and Calves Total Hogs and Pigs 1/
Cae if i c i en t

of Open Closed MJltiple Open Closed MJltiple

Variation Frate Fr acre

(°0)
--- -" ---

Nurbe r of States
( 5.0 0 () 21 0 0 5

5.0-9.9 6 17 7 1 1 7
10.0-19.9 22 10 0 14 15 9

~ 20.0 0 I 0 6 5 0
----~----- --- - ---------

Total 28 28 28 21 21 21
-------------------- --- - ------ ----------.-------- - .

1/ ally 21 of the 23 rrultiple lrarre hog states are included since tlM) of the states
Were nut [wi tiple frane states in 1982.
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Although the multiple frame livestock estimator is more
efficient than the area frame livestock estimators, it is
not known how the efficiency of a multiple frame acreage
approach would compare with the operational closed acreage
approach for major crop acreages. Even if the multiple
frane acreage approach is more efficient, nonsampling error
considerations could make the closed seGment approach more
desirable for major crop acreages.

(A2) Flexibilitv: The reporting unit is the total land
operated for all multiple frame surveys that SRS conducts.
Therefore, the multiple frame approach, like the open and
Heighted approaches, can be used to estimate for any agri-
cuI tural item.

(A3) Familiar Reportinp, Unit: Another characteristic shared
by the open, weighted and multiple frame approaches is that
the reportinr, unit is familiar to farmers since they are
benerally accustomed to thinking in terms of their farm as a
whole.

(A4) Imputation Simplified: As mentioned earlier, the manual
imputation process for area frame nonrespondents that is
used by SRS for the open and weighted approaches is often
subjective and difficult. On the other hand, statisticians
do not manually impute data for nonrespondents from the list
frame. Instead, the expansion factor for each stratum with
any nonrespondents is adjusted by the computer program.
Therefore, the imputation procedure is easier for the office
personnel.

Ffforts to improve the precision of the estimates often lead
to a more complex survey design and estimation procedure such
as the multiple frame approach. The added complexity can
create situations that may increase nonsampling errors. A
multiple frame approach usually has more potential for nonsam-
pIing errors than a single frame approach because of errors
peculiar to each frame as well as errors that result from com-
bining the frames (3). The disadvantar,es of the multiple
frame approach are:

(D1) Domain Determinations: The process of classifying each
operation from the area frame sample into either the overlap
or nonoverlap domain is generally considered the most diffi-
cult task to execute correctly. Factors such as incomplete
name and address information, incorrect spellings of names,
the use of nicknames, nonperson names and names generated
primarily for legal purposes, and the existence of complex
management structures lead to problems with matching names
correctly between the area and list frames. Also. confusion
concerning what constitutes a partnership may result in
joint land operations being treated as individual operations
and vice versa, which can affect the domain determinations.

\Studies by SRS have provided ample evidence that errors
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occur with domain determinations that can bias the multiple
fram e est im 2. tes (2?, 11R ,)~9) .

(D?) Possible Loss of Frame Independence: The area frame
sample is used to estimate the incoMpleteness of the list
frame. Therefore, the area and list frames must be kept
independent (50). If area frame information is used to
update the list fraMe, bias will be injected into the multi-
ple frame estimates. Research 2tudies have indicated that
the frames possibly were not beinp maintained independently
(3). For example, a study durinr 1975 showed that the size
of the nonoverlap domain decreased ~he longer the operations
from the area frame were in thc sample, thereby implying
either that area frame inforMation ~as used to update the
list fr3me or that the domain deterMinations were not done
accurately when neH segments were rotated into the sample
(13) •

(D3) ),\iased Downward: The impu ta t ion procedure employed by
SRS for list frame nonrespondent~ assumes that nonrespon-
dents in a given stratum are like :he respondents in the
same stratum. A study in 1077 discovered that multiple
frame livestock estimates are r,enerally biased downward
because nonrespondents from the lis~ frame tend to have more
livestock than respondents (1R). ~ujsequent research identi-
fied a ? to n percent downward bias in the list frame lives-
tock estimates due to the current imputation procedure
(9,10). This bias occurred because the percent of nonrespon-
dents havinG livestock (~3 percent) was much larger than the
perce~t of respondents having liv~sLock (?R percent).

(D4) B~rting Errors: As mentioned earlier, research has
shown that farmers frequently make errors when reporting for
their entire operation. Therefore, multiple frame esti-
mates, like the area frame estimates, are susceptible to
reportinr, errors. Reporting errors may be more pronounced
for multiple frame surveys due to the various data collec-
tion ~ethods used. For example, su~vey concepts are more
difficul t to convey by mail. {I. stwly in ':lyomingduring 1973
found that questionnaires returned by mail required more
editinv than those by telephone and personal interviews
(117). ~lso, SRS does not train telephone interviewers as
thoroughly as personal intervic'\...ers, Irlhichmay resul t in
wore data errors.

(D~) Li:'J;Frame Deficiencies: The C:Jverar,eprovided by the
list frame deteriorates rapidly with time as does the accu-
racy of the control data used for stratification. There-
fore, if the list frame is not cor.tinually updated, the mul-
tiple frame approach loses efficif'ncy. The list frame often
contains nisleadinr, information about joint operations which
causes errors in estimation (F). Duplication of responses
is 210(' believed to be a more seriDUS problem with the list
frame than with the area frame. Pinally, the association of
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the sampling unit with the reporting unit is prone to more
errors for the list frame than the area frame (3).

The harmful effects of nonsampling errors on the multiple
frame estimates can be reduced. tJonsampling errors associated
with domain determinations can possibly be decreased by reduc-
ing the size of the list frame. Research has shown that the
size of the list frame can be drastically decreased with lit-
tle change in the precision of the multiple frame estimates
(7,51). Reducing the size of the list frame Simplifies the
name-matching process. SRS has recently implemented a
reduced list frame concept in a few states. Efforts should
continue in the area of optimizing the size of the list frame.

A procedure was devised in 197P to reduce the downward bias in
the multiple frame estimates caused by nonrespondents (10).
Although SRS computes livestock estimates based on this pro-
cedure, these estimates have not been integrated into the
operational program. These estimates should be used when set-
tin~ the official statistics.

A considerable amount of the data from the list frame sample
is obtained by telephone interviews. For example, about nO
percent of the livestock interviews are completed by tele-
phone. The Long-Range Planning Group recommended that spe-
cialized training be developed for telephone interviewers to
improve their skills (1). This training should decrease the
number of reporting errors. Also, the use of computer-
assisted telephone interviews (CATl) has p,reat potential for
minimizing response errors through on-line data comparisons
with current and historic survey data. Finally, an alterna-
tive design for the mail questionnaire should be explored in
an attempt to provide the operator a clearer presentation of
survey concepts such as "land operated" and "regardless of
ownership" which are difficult to convey by mail.

One "very" important issue to be considered that affects the
quality of the estimates from each of the four direct expan-
sion estimators is the complexity of the current survey pro-
cedures. For example, data on livestock inventories are
obtained for all four direct expansion estimators in some
states. Fnumerators and respondents are expected to under-
stand fully various survey concepts and be capable of supply-
ing accurate data for each concept. The more complex the sur-
vey procedures, the greater the potential for nonsamplin~
errors. Survey procedures would be Simplified greatly if only
one estimator was needed for a survey item, thereby resultin~
in fewer potential nonsampling errors. Therefore, SR~ should
attempt to reduce the number of estimators used in order to
simplify the survey procedures for the enumerators and respon-
dents.
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l' S r. OF TT~r:
:STI".o. TOPS

Estimates from the four direct expansion estinators will be
compared with the official statistics ( revised through 1q83)
for two inportant livestock survey items--total cattle and
calves and total ho~s and pi~s. Other pertinent survey items
such as crop acrea~es, on-farr j,rain stocks and far~ produc-
tion expenditures \,'erenot eval un ted since these iter.s rely on
only one direct expansion estinator. The purpose of the com-
parisons jetwcen the livestock estinates and official statis-
tics is to ascertain how much eac~ estir.ator is relied on or
used by ~~S. The "use" of the fcur livestock estimators was
r.1easurec by:

(1) how close the estimates have been to the official
statie;tics, and

(?) ho\: correlated the estimates h:.ve been Hith the official
stati-O'.tics.

The second criterion--correlation--will show which estimator
prOVides the nost consistent relationship with the official
statistics in the time-trend charte; ~2ed by sns. Finally, the
estimates will also be reviewed to see if any of the estima-
tors have been consistently abov8 or below the official
stati::tiC's '..,hen estimatinr; livestJ)cl· inventories.

As mentioned by the Lon~-Han~e Plarnin~ rroup (1), a prede-
fined, docunented and objective set ~f procedures are not used
to arrive at the official statistics. Therefore, there arPo
lirnit2tions ",hen atten:;ptinr;to qUCintify analytically hOH much
~~S relics on each estimator. roar example, an esti~ate rnay be
close to the official statistic' for a ~iven year by coin-
cidence rather than bV choice. Thus, the inferences in this
report ccncernin~ which estimators ~re used the nost are open
to some criticism. It is important to point out at the outset
that the analysis in this section T,S !JnT r.vALllATP~G POIi GOOD
r.:ACPr~~TI'[ATOP IS since the offici;}l statistics are subject to
error. This point should be kept in nind when interpretinr;
the re:,,-~lts presented for the various estimator::..

Cattle c~tiMates are ~enerated fron ~ultiple and/or area frame
surveys semi-annually. In January, official statistics are
set based on these surveys for each 3t3te, for the 2R original
multiple frame states COMbined, for the "othcr 20" states com-
bined nnd for the nation (~P conterrinous states). In July,
official statistics are only made :or the nation. The direct
expansion estimates will be compare~ with the official statis-
tics for each of these inference levels. State comparisons
between the estimates and official statistics will be res-
tricted t;o the 3}[ multiple frane c:::ttlestates, which contain
about q~ percent of the U.S. cattle.

Por: surveys are conducted quarterly r ~Iarch, June, September
anc December). In !:arch and September, official statistics are
set only ~or the 10 major ho~ producin~ states (known as the
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Ca t tl e

quarterly hOG states) and for these 10 states co~bined using
the multiple frane esti~ator. Both area and multiple frane
estinates are conputed in recenber and June. Official statis-
tics are made for each state, for the 10 quarterly hor, states
combined, for the "other 40" states combined and for the
nation in December. In June, official statistics are set for
each of the 10 quarterly hoC states, the 10 states combined,
the other ~O states combined and the nation. The analysis of
the hog estimators will be based on the December anc June sur-
veys since both the area and multiple frane esti~ators are
cenerated at these ti~es. Analysis for individual states in
December will be restricted to the 2~ multiple frane ho~
states, which contain about 0S percent of the U.~. ho~s.

Conparisons between the official statistics and the various
direct expansion estimates for the ~1; individu2l states Here
made usin~ January data fron 197A to 1083. The states exa0-
ioed first were the 1" multiple frame states that co~pute mul-
tiple fra~e (weiGhted nonoverlap), closed anc open estimates.

Table 9 shows the average absolute relative difference between
the official statistics and each of the direct expansion esti-
mates for each state. This difference measures hml close the
various estimates have been to the official statistics. In
every state, the ~ultiple frane estimate was consistently ~uch
closer to the official statistic than the closed and open
estinates. The multiple fraMe estimates were always within h
percent of the official statistics while the closed esti~ates
v!ere Hi thin )! percent in only one state and the open estinates
were never within ~ percent. Clearly, the Multiple frane
estimator is relied on very heavily by ~PS for these states.
Overall, the closed estiQates were closer to the official
statistics than were the open estiMates.

The relationship betHeen the estinates and the official
statistics since 197P has been the stronGest for the nultiple
frame estimator in most states. The correlation coefficient
avera~ed .0 across the 10 states for tho ~ultiple frane ecti-
~;;)torb"lt only about. c:; for the closed and open estinators.
Table 1Q shows the distributions of the correlation coeffi-
cient for the three estiMators. none of the coefficients \,.'ere
below .~ for the multiple frame estimator while more than half
of the states had correlation coefficients less th2n ~ for
the closed and open estinators. Therefore, th8 ~ultiple fra~e
estimates were not only consistently the closest to the offi-
cial statistics, but were also best correlated with the offi-
cial statistics, thereby providin~ the best tine-trend charts.

Finally, none of the estimators consistently provided esti-
nates above or below the official statistics for the 10
states. Powever, the Multiple frane and closed estinates
tended to be above the official statistics, and the o~en esti-
mates were r.eneralJy below the official statistics.
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Table 9: The average absolute relative difference between each estimator and the official
statistics in January for total cattle and calves in the 19 states; 1978-1983.

Average Absolute ReTdtive Difference (%) l./
State

Alabama
Arkansas
California
Color ado
Florida
Idaho
Kentucky
Missisippi
Montana
New Mexico
New York
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Average

Multiple
Frame

1.5
2.4-
0.5
2.7
3.3
3.1
2.3
1.0
0.6
1.5
3.8
1.9
2.3
2.5
1.9
3.0
0.4-
3.6
2.8
2.2

CLJsed Open

16.5 8.9
3.5 11. 1
b.3 9.6
').7 13.7

1;~.8 9.2
13.5 8.3
6.0 11.3
S.I> 12.3
9.2 21.5
~).~ 17.3

1 L • 1 6.5
I~.9 6.2
I~. 5 6.6
8.2 5.5
IL7 11. 3

16. 1 10.1
IL2 14-.6
7.6 9.3
9.9 18.4-
8.5 11.1

1/ Absolute Relative Difference = 100 * Absolute Value (Estimate-Official Statistic)
Official Sta':istic

Table 10: The distributions vf the correlation coefficient in January for the three estimators
in the 19 states; 1978-1983.

Correlation
Coefficient

> .9
.6-.9

(,6

Total
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The next ~roup of states reviewed generates all four direct
expansion estimates. The average absolute relative difference
between the estimates from each estimator and the official
statistics is given in Table 11 for each state. The multiple
frame estimates (weighted nonoverlap) were closest to the
official statistics in 5 of the 9 states. Powever, in two of
the states where the multiple frame estimates were not the
closest--Illinois and Iowa--the correlation coefficients
between the multiple frame estimates and official statistics
were very high (.R8 in Illinois and .97 in Iowa), implyin~
that the multiple frame estimator is also heavily relied upon
by SRS for these two states. In fact, the relationship
between the estimates and the official statistics was the most
stable overall for the multiple frame estimator as illustrated
in Table 12. The average of the correlation coefficients
across the nine states was over.R for the multiple frame
estimator compared with about .6 for the area frame estima-
tors. Finally, the closed and open estimates were neither
consistently above nor below the official statistics in the 9
states. On the other hand, the multiple frame estimates were
generally below and the weighted estimates usually above the
official statistics.

Table 11: The average absolute relative difference between each estimator and the
official statistics in January for total cattle and calves in the 9 states; 1978-
1983.

Average Absolute Relative Difference (%)

State Multiple
Frame Closed Open Weighted

Georgia 4.1 10.7 5.6 23.7 1/
Illinois 6.8 4.0 7.4 4.8
Indiana 3.1 7.4 8.6 9.6
Iowa 6.5 5.7 4.5 5.2
Kansas 3.8 6.6 11.2 5.2
Minnesota 2.1 1.8 5.4 5.8
Missouri 1.5 6.9 7.3 3.6
Nebraska 1.1 5.3 4.1 8.9
Ohio 4.4 5.6 8.5 3.0

Average 3.7 6.0 7.0 7.8

1/ Data for only 3 years available in Georgia for the weighted estimator. The high
average absolute relative difference resulted because the absolute relative difference
is 1982 was 54.1 percent.
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Table 12: The distributions l)f the correlation coefficierlt in January for the four
estimators in the '3 states; 1978-1983.

Correlation Multiple l~ rCoefficient Frdme Closed Open Weighted

Number of ';tates
> .9 4 0 1 0

.6-.9 4 4 3 6
< .6 1 5 5 3

Total 9 9 9 9

The rin~l ~roup of multiple f~nme cattle states--Arizona.
Loui .si_lna, I'ichigan. Ore!,:on. Virgini a and l·!ashington--
currently relies on the multiple frame (open nonoverlap),
closed and open estimators in January. These three estimators
were integrated into the estimation program in Louisiana,
r'ichigan and Virr;inia during the 19R2 DES and in the other
three states durin~ the 10P3 DFS. Therefore. historic com-
pari~on3 of the three estimators with the official statistics
are ~ot available for these states. It is worth notin~ that
the r.v. 's from the closed and open estiMators for total cat-
tle and calves from the 1qr? nRS in Louisiana. tlichigan and
Vir~ini3 were in double-digits. Therefore, the closed and
open estimates in these states will probably fluctuate quite a
bit from year to year. thereby making time trends difficult to
reco~nize. In these same states. the area frame nonoverlap
estimates accounted for about half of the multiple frame esti-
mates. ~hich was the highest percentage of all multiple frame
states. This caused the C.V. 's from the multiple frame esti-
mator to be higher than desirable in these states (9.2 percent
in Virp;inia. 9.6 percent in !'ichigan and 9.8 percent in
Louisi3na). Therefore. the I'lultiple frame estinator may not
be relied on as much in these s~ates in the future as it has
been in the original 28 multiple ~rame states.

next. the January estimates and o::ficial statistics were com-
pared for the 28 original multiple frame states combined and
for the other 20 states combined. The 28 states generate mul-
tiple frame. open and closed estimates. The other 20 state"s
only use the open and closed esti~ates. Figure 3 shows graphi-
cally the estimates and official -;tatistics since 1978.

For the 28 multiple frame states ~ombined. which contain about
90 percent of the U.S. cattle, Fil':ure3 shows that the multi-
ple frame estimates have historic:llly been the closest to the
official statistics. The closed estimates have always been
higher than the official statistics while the open estimates
have teen far below the official statistics (except 1981).
The multiple frame and closed e0timates have been well corre-
lated with the official statistics since 1978. The open esti-
mates have followed a sinilar curve except for 1981. There-
fore. although the levels fro~ the estimators differ. they
tend to move in a similar manner from year to year. Under the
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assumption that the official statistics are correct, Pi~ure 3
sU~f,ests that consistent factors, namely, nonsa~plinr, errors,
separate the lines. The cuculativc effect of the nonsa~plin~
errors results in an averasc relative difference between the
estiQates and official statistics of -JI.1 percent for the
open, ?3 percent for the closed and 0.3 percent for the ~ul-
tiple frame esti~ator at the ~p, state level. The ne~ative
relative difference for the open estimator seens to confirm
the undercoverage problem citen earlier. The reason Hhy the
closed estimates have been tir,her than the official statistics
is not apparent. Possibly, there is a tendency for far~
operators to report more cattle than are physic~lly loc&ted in
or have access to the tract. Finally, the closed estimates
may be consistently higher than the multiple frame and open
estimates because of the different methods of i~putinf, for
nonrespondents. As ~entioned earlier, nonrcsponse imputations
are more accurate for the closed ser,~ent approach than the
~ultiple frame, open and weif,hted approaches.

Fi~ure 3 shows that the closed estimates were always higher
than the open estimates for the other ?O states combined,
which contain about 10 percent of the !!.S. cattle. The closed
estimates were always hi~her than the official statistics
while the open estimates have been close to and neither con-
sistently above nor below the official statistics. Both esti-
mators have been well correlated with the official statistics
in the time-trend charts. Contrary to the pattern for the ?R
states combined, SRS has followed the open estimator more than
the closed estimator for the other 20 states combined.

Figure 3: The direct expansion estimates and official statistics for total cattle and
calves in January for the 28 multiple frame states and the other 20 states;
1978-1983.
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C-Closed
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B-Official Statistic
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Finally, the national estimates were compared with the offi-
cial ~tatistics in January 2nd July. Two points are worth
nentjorin~ about the July catt10 estimation program. First,
the ncltiple frame approach was terminated in 19R2 due to
bud~et cuts. Therefore, comparisons between the multiple
frame estimates and official statistics in July are restricted
to 197P-19Rl. Second, weir,hted cattle estimates are presently
genernted in 10 states even though no official statistics are
made at the state level in July. Therefore, the weighted cat-
tle ~stimates serve no official purpose in July.

Figur'" )1 summarizes the compari;;ons between each of the three
estimiltors and the official 3~atistics at the national level
(the )\», conterminous states \. The mul tiple frame estimates
are not "pure" multiple frame estimates since the multiple
frame approach is not used in eve!:'ystate. The multiple frame
estiMates shown in Figure}~ are based on the mul tiple frame
estirlates from the 28, original r1ultiple frame states and the
open estimates from the remaininr ?O states. Figure 4 shows
that the closed estimates have always been higher than the
official statistics while the open estimates have been below
the official statistics. Again, the multiple frame estimates
have been consistently the closc~t to the official statistics.
In July, the closed estimates have been much closer to the
official statistics than the open estimates. Finally, all
three estimators are well correlated with the official statis-
tics in the national charts, indicating again that although
the c3~imates are different. the estimates of change are rela-
tivelv stable from one year to th0 next.

Figure 4-: The direct expansion estimates and official statistics for total cattle and calves
for the nation; 1978-1983.
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Hogs

In summary, SRS relies on the multiple frame cattle estimator
more than the area frame cattle estimators. At each inference
level--state, 28 states combined and national-- the multiple
frame estimates were the closest to the official statistics.
Also, at the state level, the relationship between the esti-
mates and official statistics in most states was the best for
the multiple frame estimates. Hhen the states are combined, a
strong relationship exists between the official statistics and
each estimator. Finally, none of the area frame estimators
performed consistently better than the other area frame esti-
mators. Overall, however, SPS has relied on the closed esti-
mator slightly more than the open estimator.

The direct expansion estimates and official statistics for
total hogs and pigs were compared using data in December from
1978 to 1982 and in June from 1978 to 19R3. Comparisons
between each estimator and the official statistics were made
for each inference level cited earlier, namely, each of the 23
major hog producing states, the 10 quarterly hog states com-
bined, the "other 40" states combined and the nation.

The first group of states examined was the 10 quarterly hog
states, which contain over three-fourths of the U.S. hogs.
The average absolute relative difference, which measures how
close the estimates have been to the official statistics, is
given in Table 13 for each state. This table shows that the
multiple frame estimates (weighted nonoverlap) were closest to
the official estimates in all states except Illinois and Iowa
where the weighted estimates were closest. The percentage of
noncropland associated with farmland in Illinois and Iowa is
the smallest of all the quarterly states. The bias in the
weighted estimates in these two states is believed to be
negligible since the bias-causing component--noncropland--is
small [11). Therefore, it is not surprising that the weighted
estimates have been close to the official statistics in Illi-
nois and Iowa. Of the area frame estimators, the weighted
estimates were closer to the official statistics in most
states than either the open or closed estimates.

The correlation between the estimates and official statistics
in the 10 states was the strongest for the Multiple frame
estimator as shown in Table 14. The average correlation coef-
ficient for the multiple frame estimator was .95 for the 10
states. Also, the correlation from the time-trend charts was
the highest for the multiple frame estimator in Illinois and
Iowa, the only two states where the multiple frame estimates
were not the closest to the official statistics. Therefore,
based on the two criteria--closeness and correlation--SPS
relies on the multiple frame hog estimator much more than the
area frame estimators for the 10 quarterly hog states. The
weighted estimator is used the most of the three area frame
estimators. Finally, none of the estimators consistently pro-
vided estimates above or below the official statistics in the
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10 .-;tates. !~o\>lever, the fTlultiple fr2.r;Je hor; estimates have gen-
er~lly been lower than the offi~:al statistics.

Table 13: The average absolute relative difference between each estimator and the
official statistics for total hogs and pigs in the 10 quarterly hog states; 1978-
June 1983.

Geor gia December 2.0 6.4 7.6 15.2
June 2.0 6.3 18.6 11.2

Illinois December 5.4 2.9 6.7 8.8
June 4.6 4.1 9.5 12.6

Indiana December 3.6 9.0 16.1 9.2
June 3.8 9.9 20.7 12.8

Iowa December 2.6 3.2 5.2 5. I
June 4.7 2.0 3.8 6.4

Kansas December 4.9 7.4 15.3 19.8
June 3.9 8.8 8.2 17.8

Minnesota December 1.9 9.1 7.2 3.4
June 2.5 7.6 8.0 7.8

Missour i December 3.6 3.7 4.5 b.O
June 3.0 4.8 7.8 6.2

Nebraska Oec:ember 4.0 ]4.3 17.4 14.8
June 8.3 ]1.6 12.4 11.0

North Carolina December 1.1 2.0 14.5 8.3
June 1.7 3.3 8.1 7.3

Ohio December 3.0 5.4 11.6 8.3
June 3.5 3.5 20.6 10. 1

Aver age 3.5 6.3 11.2 ] O. 1
----- .. --- - ._---------- --- ~-_._-----

1/ Data for weighted esti mates only available in 198] and t982 from the DES for Georgia and
North Carolina, in 1'179, tnl, 1982 and 1983 from the :IES for Georgia and from the 1981 to
1983 JES for North Carolina.

Table ~4: The distributions of the correlation coefficient for the four estimators in the If)

quarterly hog states; 1978-June 1983.

~_~_~_~e_f~_~_~_~~~__ ~[~\~~~,~;_~ __e [ __ C_l~_-::_;-_-~] o_p_e__n T__w_e_ig_h__t_ed 1/
Number of States

) .9
.6-.9

< .~,

Total

18
2
o

20

3
9
8

20

4
9
7

20

I
6
.3

16

}j Excludes correlation :::oefficients based on fewer thCir) ~)observations.
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Three estimators--multiple frame (~eighted nonoverlap), closed
and open--are used in Kentucky, South Dakota and \.'isconsin
durinf, December. The average absolute relative difference
betvreen the hog estimates and official statistics is shmln in
Table 15 for each estimator. In South Dakota and ~isconsin.
the multiple frame estimates were not only very close to (r,en-
erally below) the official statistics. but also have been
alT10st perfectly correlated Hith the official statistics
(correla tion coefficent = • CJg). l!one of the estimators per-
forms consistently well in Kentucl~. The lar~e contribution
to the multiple frame estimates from the area frame nonoverlap
domain (40 percent in 19A2) nay be causinG the multiple frame
estimates to be unstable.

Table 15: The average absolute relative difference between each estimator and the official
statistics in December for total hogs and pigs in the 3 states; 1978-1982.

Average Absolute Relative Difference (%)

State

Kentucky
South Dakota
Wisconsin

Multiple
Frame Closed Open

12.5 15.2 10.6
2.4 11.0 6.1
1.1 9.6 7.0

The last ten nultiple frame states currently rely on the mul-
tiple frame (open nonoverlap), closed and open estimators in
December. Fight of the states began usinr, all three of these
estimators in 1982 vrhile the remaining two states started in
19f1:~. Historic information on all three estimators is there-
fore not available in these states for comparison with the
official statistics. Inspection of the estimates from 1982 in
the eight states (see Table 16) revealed that the closed and
open estimates were very imprecise so these estimators are not
expected to be useful. The multiple frame estimates were much
more precise, but not as preCise as the multiple frame esti-
mates in the states discussed earlier.
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Table 16: The coefficIent of variation from each estirnciLlr for total hogs and pigs in
the 8 states; 1n2 DES.

25.8
19.6
43.5
22.9
52.5
18.9
12.6
22.6

State

Alabama
Michigan
Mississippi
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Texas
Virginia

Coefficient of Variation (%)

MUltiPle~----- -

__ ~ __ F_r_a._m_e__ ~_~ C_.,_lo_se_d ~ o_p_e_n_
14.8 25.6
13.1 19.1
14.3 43.8
11.9 25.3
18.2 21.5
11.8 18.7
5.1 16.4

16.5 87.0
Average 13.2 32.2 27.3

The final conparisons of the e~tirates with the official
statistic;; \!ere made for the fo110'.1in(';inference levels--the
10 quaetel'ly states combined, the other iln states conbined and
the nation. Four points are worth npntioning concernin~ these
comparisons:

(1) '"1n1ythe mul tiple frane, clo;,.er! 2nd open estiplates were
COMpare'] with the official staUst:cs, at the 10 state level.
SRS does not use the wei~hted estirates in the time-trend
charts since wei~hted estimates h,ve only been r;enerated in
all ten states since 1081. Therefor0, the weir;hted estinator
was not included in the analysis.

(?) ~n1y the closed and open csti~·!tors are available for
conp,ri:;ons pertainin[, to the othet' }In states conbined.

(3) '2he ,rES and j)~S estinates frorl the "3 p, states conbined
are used to set the official sta':istics for }IO states, and
the estimates fron the 4P conteeminous states combined are
used to set the official statistics for sn states. There-
fore, the ho~ estinates at these irference levels should be
slirhtly below the official stati3~ics.

(4) As is the case with the catt10 prograM, the national
mul tipl ,; frame hor estir'ates arc 1.'Clsedon both the nul tiple
frane,nd open estimators. Tn .Tunc, the national nul tiple
frarle e~tinates inclurte ~ultiplp frane esti~ates fron the 1n
quarterly hog states and open esti~'ates from the renainin~
38 st3tes. In Decenber, rlultip"e frane esti~ates fro~ ?3
states ~re available for the natio~al nultiple frame esti-
nates.
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Figure 5 shows how the estimates from each estimator compare
to the official statistics in December and June for each
inference level. All three estimators are highly correlated
with the official statistics, as can be seen by the similar
pattern of the lines in the figures.

The multiple frame estimates were consistently below the offi-
cial statistics for the 10 quarterly states combined. Under
the assum~tion that the offici~ statistics are correct, the
average relative difference of -2.9 percent between the multi-
ple frame estimates and the official statistics may be caused
by the current nonresponse imputation method, which has been
shown to be biased downward. The closed hog estimates have
usually been higher than the offici~ statistics in December
for the 10 quarterly states, the other 40 states combined and~the nation. Recall that the closed cattle estimates were also
higher than the official statistics. To the contrary, the
closed hog estimates in June tend to be slightly below the
official statistics (about 1 percent). Finally, the open
estimates have been higher than the official statistics for
the 10 states combined and the nation. This pattern is con-
trary to the behavior of the open estimator for cattle.

The average absolute relative difference between the estimates
and official statistics is given in Table 17 for each infer-
ence level. The multiple frame estimates were closest to the
official statistics in December while the closed estimates
have been the closest in June.

Summarizing the analysis for total hogs and pigs, SRS relies
on the multiple frame estimator the most of the four direct
expansion estimators. The weighted estimator is used more
than the closed and open for the state statistics in the 10
quarterly hog states. Overall, SRS uses the closed estimator
more than the open estimator.
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Figure 5: The direct expansion estimates and official statistICs flJr total hogs and pigs for
the 10 quarterly states, the other 40 states and the n.1tio[lj 1978-June 1983.
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Table 17: The average absolute relative difference between each estimator and the
official statistics for total hogs and pigs when the states are combined; 1978-
June 1983.

Average Absolute Relative Difference (%)

Inference Multiple
Level Survey Frame Closed Open

10 Quarterly December 2.2 3.5 4.7
States June 3.5 1.3 3.8

Other 40 December Not 9.8 2.9
States June Applicable 1.3 1.7

National December 1.5 3.0 3.9
June 3.2 1.1 2.6
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'flw c'iscussions in this report of' the advantages and disadvan-
taces of each estimator can be summarized as follows:

(1) The disadvantages of the ~pen estimator outweigh the
~dvantages. In most state~, open estimates are too impre-
('i:;E to provide stable estini'.tcs fror1 year to year.

(2' The closed estimator i:; !~enerally nore precise and sub-
ject to fewer nons2I'1plin'~ E't'rors than the open estir.lator.
[Tnfcrtunately, closed estimate:; Clre also unstable at the
state level for livestock irventories. The benefits of the
do:"ed estimator are most pronounced when estimating crop
acreages. For crop acreages such as corn and soybean acres,
t ht.' closed estimator ie; 3uf',l'ior to the open and weighted
E'st i mators.

('J I The major advantage of LIte ldeir;h ted estinator over the
O;:>r'tl and closed estimGitor. L"3 that weighted estimates are
rare precise. fTowever. th:ls benpfit can be nebated by the
upil2rd bias in the wcir;h+,cd estimates. This bias can be
serious in states where a considerable percentage of the
far'rnland is devoted to noncropland.

('II The l:)ultiple frame Uvestoc:k estimator is the nost effi-
CLQnt of all the estimator=~. However, the multiple fraMe
appr'oach has the potential to increase nonsampling errors,
: f r:ot executed properly. ~1 :.;0, the nonoverlap component is
:;u,;c~eptible to the nonsampl in!': errors of the area frame
estimator upon which it i3 based. For example, a multiple
frame crop acreage estimator would be more susceptible to
non::;2r1pline; errors than the ,~losed estimator.

r~\lnet'Ous suggestions are pre0ented in this report for reducing
the nonsampling errors inher'cnt in each estimator. These
sUr~r;estions should be hiven 0Ct'jous consideration by SRS.

Th':;()nparisons of the livesto;}: estimates from the four esti-
~2~or~ with the official statistics showed that:

111 SRS uses the multiple freme livestock estimates much
l:!or'; than the area frar1C e.':',ti.nates.

(?) The closed esti~ator is relied on slightly more than the
open and wei~hted estimators for cattle while the weighted
estImator is used the ~03t o~ ~he area frame estimators for

P,J.se·~on the three factors oval tiC! ted in this report for each
estimator, namely, the advant~~es, disadvantages and use, the
followin~ chan~es are recor1menrled for estimating livestock
i'1ventories:

(1) For states computin~ nultiple frame livestock estimates,
official statistics should be based very heavily or
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co~pletely on the multiple frame estimates. Therefore,
there is no need to obtain, in addition, two or three area
frame estimates in each state to estimate livestock inven-
tories. Area frame estimates for livestock inventories
should only be obtained for the nonoverlap domain.
Currently. the weighted and/or open seGment approach is used
to estimate for the nonoverlap domain in a state. It is
recommended that all multiple frame states use the same
estimator for the nonoverlap domain. It is further recom-
mended that the nonoverlap esti~ator be the closed or a
weiehted estimator. The current weighted estimator is not
recommended until data collection procedures are developed
to eliminate or minimize the bias in this estimator.

(~) For non-multiple frame states, which collectively con-
tain only a very small percentage of the U.S. livestock.
both the open and closed estimates are too imprecise and
unstable for setting official statistics at the state level.
Having two unstable estimates from the same sample does not
lead to better state statistics than can be obtained from
one estimator. Therefore, each non-multiple frame state
should be restricted to a sin8le area frame estimator for
livestock inventories. This estimator should be the same
area frame estimator used for the nonoverlap estimates in
the multiple frame states. This action will simplify the
data collection procedures for enumerators and the interview
for farm operators. which should result in fewer nonsampling
errors associated with the estimates. If. on the other
hand. precise livestock estimates are needed in some or all
of the non-multiple frame states. then multiple frame
methods should be evaluated.

Finally, the fOllowinp, issues concerninp, the current livestock
estimation pror,ram should be addressed:

(1) Official cattle statistics are published only at the
national level in July. Therefore. the wcir,hted cattle
estimates obtained in 10 states durinG the Jr.~ should be
dropped since they serve no official purpose.

(~) The time-trend charts for the 10 quarterly hor, states
combined should include the weighted estimate in the future
since the weighted hop, estimates were closer to the official
statistics than the open and closed estimates in most of
these states.

(3) Estimates Division should evaluate the idea of making
optimal use of the multiple frame estimates in the time-
trend charts when states are aggregated. For example.
charts based on the 34 multiple frame cattle states rather
than just the 28 states should be explored. Also, charts
based on the 23 Multiple frame hor, states should be
evaluated.
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